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Abstract:
The Article tries to explore the differences between Brick and morter type of traditional retailing and e-tailing or
electronic retailers. Today there is a sea change in the Indian Online Retail segment which is rapidly changing by the
impact of technology. Much of India’s oldest and largest brick and mortar do believe that the newly arrived e-tailers are
the biggest threat now for them. Over the last decade or so e-tailing has become very popular. Today most of the
retailers are necessarily rethinking on their online strategy; they have realized that physical shops are one of their
biggest assets on the outset e-tailing gaint like Amazon is trying to come up with Brick and mortar stores to show their
physical presence in India. Today one of the Major challenges faced by many retailers is to choose between the clicks,
the bricks and mortar as well as brick and click type of retail strategies. E-commerce and e-tailing are two important
terms in the new Internet based business domain currently. A major revolution is witnessed in the Indian Retail industry
today. This paper attempts to provide a clear cut picture the brick and mortar retail and e-tailing in India and its various
issues, challenges and opportunities
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Introduction:

With the advent and growth of Internet and Globalisation of market, in today’s dynamic and highly
competitive environment Retail sector has become an important entity in itself. A brick and mortar consists of
a physical establishment and is the one which is quite different from that of online shopping, mail ordering or
catalog ordering. According to A.T. Kearney, a U.S based global management consulting firm among the 30
flourishing markets India is ranked as the fourth attractive nation for retail investment. As per the study
conducted by ‘Yes Bank – Assocham’ by 2016-17 the Indian retail market is expected to reach a whooping
Rs. 47 crore as it expands at a compounded annual rate of 15 percent. In the last few years organized retailing
has seen a sea change and a huge growth in India because of various factors like nuclearisation of families,
rising affluence and consumers, increasing urbanization and favourable demographics. Because of the Internet
consumers are accessed to many products and brands online and there is a growing influence for both
domestic as well as foreign retail chains. Traditional brick and mortar retailers today are facing immense
competition from online e tailing companies like Amazon, flipkart, Yepme, Myntra, Shopcules, naaptol,
Homeshop18 etc. The Indian Retail Industry accounts to over 10 per cent of the country’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) as well as 8 percent of employment opportunities. Over the next five years from now it is
expected that online retail will be at par with the physical stores. According to the department of Industrial
Policies and Promotion (DIPP) the Indian retail industry in a single brand segment has received foreign direct
investment (FDI) equity inflows totaling US $275.4 million during the period from April 2000 to May 2015.It
is also currently estimated that by 2023 the Indian retail market can reach upto $865 Billion with an annual
growth rate of 6 percent which is currently estimated at $ 490 billion. Up from 21 million today by 2030 it is
estimated that there will be around 91 million households which will be ‘middle class’ wherein the middle
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class segment will contribute to the growth of retail sector in India. A global study by Nielsen Research shows
that this year, for the first time, the Asia-Pacific e-commerce purchases will outstrip those in North America.
In the global e-commerce market that is estimated to touch $1.5 trillion this year, the top online categories are
clothing and accessories. It is almost the same in India. There are different formats of modern retail today
namely speciality stores, department stores, supermarkets, hypermarkets and cash and carry format. Most of
the items from shoes, clothing, mattresses and food are bought and sold through various e-commerce formats
today.

What is e-tailing?

Selling of retail goods electronically over the internet is called as e-tailing or e-retailing. The term has come to
use since 1990’s and is a short form of electronic retailing. The term has been added to other similar terms like
e-business, e-mail and e-commerce. E-tailing in general refers to business to consumer (B2C) transactions. E-
tailing is gaining ground and importance in recent years. The three main categories of online retailing are as
follows:

1. Click: The businesses that which operate only through the online channel fall in this particular category.
2. Click and brick: Businesses that use both online as well as offline channel fall in this category
3. Brick and Mortar: Conventional mode of retailing. Here the latest retailing channels are not used and

businesses rely on conventional mode of transaction of business in this category.

Figure to show percentage change in e-commerce sales

Review of Literature:

Brown (1987) has suggested that the costs of a retail format refer to consumers‟ costs. Consumers incur non-
monetary costs - time, effort and psychological costs - as well as monetary costs. Savings in non-monetary
costs are especially emphasized by non-store formats. Their appeal to consumers has been the ease and
convenience of shopping, freed from location and other constraints.

According to Rao (1999), E-commerce offers increased market activity for retailers in the form of growing
market access and information and decreased operating and procurement costs. The consumers can gain better
prices due to the competition and also can enrich their knowledge on goods and services.
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Zhang and von Dran (2000) have found that certain aesthetic elements of a web-site are considered as
purchase motivators, while other aesthetic elements serve as hygienic factors (i.e., necessities) in purchase
decisions from e-retailers. The colour and background images of web-page are also found to affect consumer
choice. Tractinsky and Rao (2001) have argued that computer users, particularly those who seek online
substitutes to the physical shopping experience, would value aesthetic designs just like consumers of other
commodities.

Gottdiener explained that various behavioral requirements have been addressed in this modern shopping trend;
they again explained that malls have changed the way of existence and concept of shopping. They have
enhanced the infrastructure and services of the major Indian cities. The activities of mall get increased and it
today is at its peak and at present the activities of mall in the smaller cities is also increasing even if the
customers possess very limited knowledge about the brands.

Ratchford et al. (2001) have told that through Internet, consumers can gather information about merchandise
and they compare a product across suppliers at a low cost. They also can effectively analyze the offerings and
easily locate a low price for a specified product.

Zeithaml (2002) has defined that the success of e-tailing depends on the efficient web site design, effective
shopping and prompt delivery. The other e-store services are delivery on real time , return and replacement
process, period of filling out online orders form, speed of response time to e-customers‟ queries.
Doolin (2004) has specifically pointed out that e-tailing is the sale of products and services to individual
customers. According to him, the definition of e-tailing encompasses the sales of products or services online.
Rabinovich (2004) and Cao and Zhao (2004) have identified the challenges of e-tailing industry. This
challenge begins with the response time of the web-server; moves to the amount of time the customer must
wait until the order ships, and also includes the time the shipping process takes.

Bauer et al., (2006) have compared the services of online retail service vs. traditional retail services. They
have identified that the online retail services are broken into two rather distinct phases: the client interaction
phase taking place online and the fulfilment phase taking place offline. They also have suggested that web-site
quality is a matter of delivering both hedonic and utilitarian elements.

Major Objectives of the Study:

1. To study the broad differences between traditional retailing and e-tailing
2. To highlight the issues and strategies for e-tailing
3. To study about the challenges and opportunities of e-tailing in India
4. To study about e-tailing in India and growth in modern marketing

Broad differences between traditional retailing and e-tailing in the present context:
Retailing occurs through most of the physical stores in India with existing operators. In traditional retailing the
stress is on the importance of location. One of the competitive advantages to attract the customer attention
towards the retail store is the physical location of the store and its vicinity. Web based retailing is the buzz of
the hour and customers are turning to this medium to purchase and buy the products online, Web based
retailing provide virtual shopping space to the customers. Today with the help of power of information
technology, marketing research and marketing intelligence systems through large and accurate data
warehouses both the traditional retailers and e-tailers have been able to reduce and manage inventory as well
as respond accurately to customer demand (Raman 1998).
Evanschitzky et.al (2004) have explained that replacement of human-to-human interaction with human-to-
machine interaction is the most prominent difference between traditional retailing and e-tailing. In traditional
retailing one of the most decisive factors is store layout whereas screen depth, indices, image maps, browse
and search functions and e-store design quality are an integral part of e-tailing. In e-store purchases most of
the buying functions seem personal and have no correspondence whatsoever and in this internet age e-
customer satisfaction is one of the major concepts in e-tailing industry.
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Tractinsky et.al (2006) argues that to generate favourable store atmosphere retailers can use the aesthetic
design to create a desired possible design in traditional retail environment. E-tailers use visual aesthetics in
case of e-tailing. Designing better websites is considered most important in e-tailing because lack of aesthetics
may prompt a consumer to switch to another store. Also manipulating websites is relatively easier, cheaper
and also can be done more flexibly.
Lam et al., (2007) have described that both the retailer as well as manufacturer control over the presentation of
the product in the traditional retailing system. The manufacturer controls the packaging, but the retailer
executes the visual merchandising and signage that provide the context for the package. On the e-tailing
system, the e-tailer controls the product representation as the product is not physically present in front of the
customer. Instead, the e-tailer decides how to represent the presence of the product as part of the information
mix for the site: images, text and hyperlinks among other elements. The e-tailer totally depends by the
distribution of screen and window size and screen resolution in the target.

Major differences between traditional retail and e-tailing can be depicted in the below table:

SL.NO Particulars Traditional Retailing E-Tailing

01 Location and
Presence

 Easy Identification of Physical Branded
Goods

 One of the most traditional and oldest
location form for retail

 Commands attention in the retail
Landscape

 All information can be accessed
through Internet medium

 Cross promotions is the best tool
which can establish a presence

02 Merchandising Proper assortment and effective use of
store space
Provide other product information tools

Web page Layout
Product and text relationship
Signage and other product
information tools
Sorting mechanism and category
search
Interactive Product Locations

O3 Promotional
Activity

 Based on the demand associated with a
product pricing strategies and
campaigns can be implemented

 Based on the internal organizational
constraints pricing strategies and
campaigns can be implemented
instantaneously

04 Inventory
Management

 To maximize the purchasing
opportunities and to create demand for
the product, the product must be
available at multiple store locations

 Just in time inventory as well as
Multiple ownership inventory
options must be used

Overall analyzing the situation the trend for online shopping is very positive. Some of the major reasons for
the positive impact according to dot-com players are an increased availability in online payment options,
online tracking of the shipment of the goods ordered, 24 hour service, seven days a week customer care
service, wider range of merchandise and larger internet reach at cheaper costs. When a customer is buying
online today, the customer has various choice of payment modes namely transaction by credit cards, cash on
delivery, Internet banking, demand drafts and cash on delivery mode.

Table below provides the comparative analysis of traditional retailing and e-tailing
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Traditional retailing versus e-tailing

Strength Weaknesses

Traditional retailer’s  Brand value/image is established
 Emphasis on quality and

establishment of the same
 Skills w.r.t merchandising
 Acceptance of current proposition

by the consumer
 Touching and feeling of the

products is possible

 Execution of lack of speed
 Technology and its competence is

lacking
 Advertising costs are high

E-tailer’s Overhead costs incurred are low
Information technology
Infrastructure is Possible
Reach and execution speed
Advertising costs are low

Security concerns are always there
Users lack trust and dependency on
internet medium
Due to high technology users are
less

Present status and Issues in e-tailing
Some of the major issues that need to be resolved for e-tailing growth are as follows:

1. Distribution, Logistics and Customer Service issues:
The delivery of product needs to be considered before transaction, unless the transaction involves a

digital product like software, music etc. Customers are not too sure of the shipment of the products on
time, they also feel that the products delivered to them might have some or the issues related to quality,
shape, size etc. Delivery on time might also be one of the major concerns. E-tailers should also provide
prompt and smooth delivery to enhance the customer experience.

2. Payment Issues:
One of the major preferred mode of payment for the web is the credit card transactions. Some percentage

is taken by the credit card providers whenever a transaction happens. Smart cards and Paypal are the
major payment gates. Web is perceived as higher risk, as the e-tailer does not capture the signature of the
purchaser. There is also an insecure feeling in the mind of the customer that after the payment of the
amount whether the goods will be shipped to him or not.

3. Technical Issues:
Some of the major concerns are related to the technical problems like security and confidentiality of

information, lack of navigation standards, mass penetration and speed of access, disconnection during
transaction and limited access to the internet. Many people are not accessed to the internet and not many
are having proper cards to make the payment as such.

4. Personal Information:
Lot of security issues and concerns are confronted by the customers while shopping

through the online media. Most of the customers are skeptical about giving any personal and private
information to online retailers as they fear a possible misuse by them.

Challenges and opportunities of E-Tailing in India
Some of the major Challenges can be listed below as follows:

1. Much of the commodities which are purchased online are returned by the Indian Customers:
Many of the buyers of e-business in India are first time buyers. They are not sure of buying and have not made
up their mind of what they can expect from e-business websites.  Most of the goods reveal remorse by the
time the product is actually delivered. Reverse logistics presents unique challenges and returns are expensive
for e-business companies.
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2. Shipping Problems:
Assurance should be given by the companies for those customers using the online shopping channel
regarding the products ordered by them that they would reach them in due time,
3. High failure rate of payment gateways:
Most of the Indian Payment gateways have an unusually high failure rate by global standards and hence there
is more preference by Indian customers towards cash on delivery mode of payment. Once or twice if the
transaction fails most of the customers do not attempt making payment again.
4. Handling returns:
In India the problem of returns is very much prominent in e-tailing businesses. There is always a chance for
the customer to return the defective or unwanted merchandise when he receives it. Hence there is a huge
responsibility vested with the e-commerce retailers to emphasize on convenience and customization which
should match with the standard of service provided. At present they are not able to do this.
5. Controlling Customer data:
Nowadays with the help of enhanced Information technology delivery systems are becoming more modern,
wherein e-tailers are facing some risks in properly handling their customer data. Today most of the marketing
intermediaries and shippers are trying to reduce costs by collecting data related to the socioeconomic status of
customers with respect to their buying patterns and preferences.
6. Offline presence:
There is no psychological comfort and trust in the mind of the customers of India that online retailers are not
only available online but are available offline as well. Before buying the products most of the Indian want to
touch the products physically, have a trial etc. Still many of the customers are ready to spend their time and
energy in visiting nearby retail shops and give preference towards traditional shopping methods. Thus spotting
the potential customers and accordingly planning out the product should be done by the online retailer.

Opportunities of e-tailing Industry in India
1. Convenience:
Most of the consumers who are willing to buy online are accessed to internet both at work and at home and
online e-tailing are usually available 24 hours a day, 7 days in  a week which makes even more convenient for
consumers to buy the products whenever and wherever they want.
2. Online customer service:
In conducting customer service websites are becoming new channels nowadays in India. Due to the benefits
provided to the customer online generally the acceptance level will increase.
Online customer service also helps the customer to solve his questions pertaining to a product category and
also solve confusions and issues if any by talking with the customer representative.  For example: In the pre-
purchase stage, a customer could ask for product introduction or a personalized product and can also check the
delivery status online.
3. Effective marketing tool:
A website is also an effective and efficient tool to communicate with the customers. Organizations need not to
completely depend or rely on T.V and newspapers which are a one way media communication. Two way
communication channels is always provided by the internet. Personalization, continous communication, low
costs and interactivity are some of the benefits provided to retailers as a new communication channel.
Relationship marketing is one of the very important strategies which can be employed by marketers to better
understand the customers and provide them with personalized services.
4. Market research:
To forecast the future customer demand and to collect valuable customer information retailers can use their
online presence as a tool. Monitoring real time buying decisions is one of the powerful advantages of online
market research. More accurate and reliable data can be procured from online customers who have the
knowledge and experience which is necessary to answer the questions more effectively and efficiently.
5. Price and selection:

One of the biggest advantages of online shopping is to find out quickly deals for items at services with many
different vendors. On-line price comparison services, search engines discovering shopping items can be used
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to find out sellers for a particular products or services. Free shipping is also offered by some retailers on
sufficiently large orders. Searching an online catalogue can be faster than browsing the physical catalogue of a
brick and mortar store.

E-tailing in India and growth in Modern Marketing
E-tailing in India and its Growth:

The concept of e-commerce was introduced long back in the 20th century. E-commerce has entered India and
it is here to stay. Making fortunes of the market place concept is the need of the hour which most of the small
and medium retailers of the country want to ride on. Indian e-commerce market will grow upto USD 17
Billion in the next 3 to 5 years. Internet access Infrastructure, payment infrastructure, logistics and delivery
infrastructure are some of the important ecosystem elements required to support the growth of the e-commerce
industry.

1991: Introduction of e-commerce:
In the history of the online world the year 1991 marked a new chapter where e-commerce became a hot choice
amongst the commercial use of the internet. Buying and selling online or online trading had become a trend in
the world at that time and India too shared a good proportion of this success.

2002: IRCTC Launches book ticket online:
IRCTC was the first in India to interact with the online e-commerce. To book the train tickets for the general
public the government of India experimented this online strategy to make it even more convenient and easy
for travel.

2003: Introduction of low cost airline with Air Deccan, Indigo, Spicejet
Airlines followed the online ticket booking system after the unpredicted success of IRCTC. Major airlines like
Air Deccan, Indian Airlines, Indigo, Spicejet etc followed this system. To save the commission given to the
agents airline agency encouraged web booking and thus in a way made a major population of the country to
try e-commerce for the very first time.

2007: The deep discount model of Flipkart
To gain high profits in e-businesses other business players apart from IRCTC, Airlines also accepted e-
commerce on a large scale. With the deep discount model introduced by Flipkart for the first time online
shopping gained more popularity even tough online shopping was present before 2000.  In a way Flipkart re-
launched online shopping in India. Soon other major portals like Amazon, Jabong, Snapdeal, Myntra etc
started hunting India for their businesses.

2017: Current Scenario
In India the conditions for retailers are favourable and will also continue to provide strong fundamentals. In
2017 the GDP is forecasted to grow 7.4 percent and 7.6 percent in 2018 which is helping to boost the middle
class and also increase consumer spending beyond the essentials. It is also predicted that the trends are
expected to help organized retail double in size by 2020. A recent study says that the smartphone business is
steadily growing and it consists of 45% of the overall mobile phones market in the country and the success
rate of some of the technologies is directly connected to the success of e-commerce. Nowadays Mobile apps
are one of the important tools for e-business and most of the big players in e-retailing are increasing the
penetration of their mobile apps for higher growth and for most of the e-retailers almost 60% of their revenue
comes from mobile apps.

Conclusion:

The need of the hour is that Brick and mortar retailers should go hand in hand with the e-tailers as they would
always provide the sellers with the technology and help in gaining more visibility and business. Retaliation
against e-tailers would not only harm the business of brick and mortar sellers but it will also lead to attraction
towards the e-tailers. Most of the organizations are today focusing on Indian online market and retaining the
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e-customer is a tough challenge. Compared to a normal customer the internet customer is very hard to predict
and is quite different. Many of the brick and morter retailers should tie up with the e-retailers to survive and
gain profits in the marketplace. To attract and retain the customers, the retailers particularly the e-tailers have
to take more efforts than to just attract. It is very easy to lose an e-customer. To retain, a mix of marketing
tools such as public relations, advertising, promotions, direct marketing and Internet advertising should be
used. Customer loyalty programs should be initiated. In addition to this, the e-tailers in India must attract a
growing segment of customers who are technologically competent, place a high emphasis on convenience,
and are willing to pay a premium price if they find the product they are looking for. Therefore, the e-tailers of
India need to improve convenience and value for consumers and assist them in overcoming their fears around
security. They must also provide reluctant consumers with compelling reasons for accepting the Internet as a
new way to shop. Good service and pricing, enhanced levels of convenience, customization, selection are
some of the major reasons for attracting the customers and retaining them. Retailers should also focus on
challenges and issues in online retailing and skills like speed, differentiation and branding are very important
in digital world.
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